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a b s t r a c t

Recently, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has developed the Mesh-type
Reference Computational Phantoms (MRCPs) for adult male and female to overcome the limitations of
the current Voxel-type Reference Computational Phantoms (VRCPs) described in ICRP Publication 110 due
to the limited voxel resolutions and the nature of voxel geometry. In our previous study, the MRCPs were
used to calculate the dose coefficients (DCs) for idealized external exposures of photons and electrons.
The present study is an extension of the previous study to include three additional particles (i.e., neu-
trons, protons, and helium ions) into the DC library by conducting Monte Carlo radiation transport
simulations with the Geant4 code. The calculated MRCP DCs were compared with the reference DCs of
ICRP Publication 116 which are based on the VRCPs, to appreciate the impact of the new reference
phantoms on the DC values. We found that the MRCP DCs of organ/tissue doses and effective doses were
generally similar to the ICRP-116 DCs for neutrons, whereas there were significant DC differences up to
several orders of magnitude for protons and helium ions due mainly to the improved representation of
the detailed anatomical structures in the MRCPs over the VRCPs.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Recently, the Task Group 103 of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has developed the Mesh-type
Reference Computational Phantoms (MRCPs) for adult male and
female in order to overcome several inherent limitations of the
Voxel-type Reference Computational Phantoms (VRCPs) described
in ICRP Publication 110 [1] due to the limited voxel resolutions and
the nature of the voxel geometry [2]. The MRCPs now include
micron-scale radiosensitive target and source regions of the res-
piratory and alimentary tract systems, skin, lens of the eyes, and
urinary bladder [3e6], which could not be defined in the ICRP-110
VRCPs composed of millimetre-scale voxels. As a surrogate of the
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
radiosensitive regions, the entire organ/tissue volume of the VRCPs
was used in the calculation of the current reference dose co-
efficients (DCs) for external exposures provided in ICRP Publication
116 [5].

In our previous study [7], the MRCPs were used to calculate DCs
for photons and electrons, which were then compared with the
ICRP-116 DCs based on the VRCPs to investigate the impact of the
new reference phantoms on DC calculations. The results showed
that the MRCP-based DCs overall agree with the VRCP-based DCs
for photons. The percent DC differences for effective dose between
MRCPs and VRCPs are less than 5% for most cases. For electrons, on
the other hand, significant DC differences up to several orders of
magnitude were observed for superficial organs/tissues (e.g., skin
and breasts) and skeletal tissues, which is due to the improved
representation of the tissue structures in the MRCPs. In addition to
the organ/tissue doses, significant differences in effective dose
were observed for electron energies less than 1 MeV, where the
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VRCP-based DCs underestimate the MRCP-based effective doses
(assumed to be more accurate) by a factor of ~10 at 0.1 MeV. It is
now important to extend the previous study to evaluate the impact
of the MRCPs on DC calculations with respect to other radiation
particles.

In the present study, we established a comprehensive set of
MRCP-based DCs for three particles, i.e., neutrons, protons, and
helium ions, by conducting Monte Carlo radiation transport simu-
lations. The dataset includes dose coefficients for organ/tissue-
averaged absorbed dose (DCT's) to 30 organs and tissues and for
effective dose (DCE's) with respect to the irradiation geometries and
energies used in ICRP Publication 116 [5]. TheMRCP-based DCswere
finally compared with the ICRP-116 DCs to observe dosimetric
impact of the MRCPs against the VRCPs.
2. Material and methods

The adult male and femaleMRCPs (see Fig.1) were implemented
in the Geant4 Monte Carlo code (ver. 10.04) [8] for the calculations
of DCs following the implementation method described in Yeom
et al. [9]. The phantoms were assumed to be located in a vacuum
and irradiated by mono-energetic broad parallel beams. As
considered in ICRP Publication 116 [5], six irradiation geometries,
i.e., antero-posterior (AP), postero-anterior (PA), left-lateral (LLAT),
right-lateral (RLAT), rotational (ROT), and isotropic (ISO), were used
for neutrons and protons, and three irradiation geometries, i.e., AP,
PA, and ISO, were used for helium ions. The energy bins were also
selected corresponding to those used in ICRP Publication 116:
10�9e104 MeV for neutrons, 1e104 MeV for protons, and 1e105

MeV/u for helium ions. Parallel beams were simulated by creating a
2-m-diameter disk source that uniformly emits particles in its
normal direction, incident to the whole body of the phantoms, by
using the approach described in Yeom et al. [7].
Fig. 1. Adult male and female mesh-type ICRP reference computational phantoms. Micron-
right of the phantoms.
DCT, organ/tissue-averaged absorbed dose per fluence (pGy
cm2), for all organs/tissues required for effective dose calculation
[10] and the lens of the eyes were directly calculated from the
MRCPs via the G4PSEnergyDeposit class except the skeletal tissues
(red bone marrow (RBM) and endosteum). The absorbed doses of
the RBM and endosteum, the microscopic structures of which were
not explicitly modelled in the skeletons of the MRCPs as well as the
VRCPs [11], were approximated as the mass-weighted average of
the dose delivered to the regional spongiosa and medullary cavity
following the approach used for the ICRP-116 DCs [5]. The calcu-
lated DCT's were then used to derive DCE, effective dose per fluence
(pSv cm2) from the following equation:

DCE ¼
X
T

wT
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R
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where DCT,R is the dose coefficient for the organ/tissue T and radi-
ation R, wT is the tissue-weighting factor, and wR is the radiation-
weighting factor defined in ICRP Publication 103 [10].

The physics libraries, G4EmLivermoverPhysics and QGSP_BIC_HP,
were used to transport all the particles with all energy bins except
for the neutrons below 20 MeV for which the physics models and
cross-section data were summarized in Table 1. The thermal
neutron scattering treatment S(alpha, beta) for hydrogen in light
water at 300K was activated to take the thermal vibration of mol-
ecules into account. The range value of 1 mm for the secondary
production cut was set to all the particles. The number of primary
particles varied from 108 to 1010 depending on the particles and
energies to keep statistical relative errors for all the calculated DCE's
below 5% and for the majority of the calculated DCT's below 1%. The
simulations were performed on Biowulf, the National Institutes of
Health's high-performance Linux computing cluster (http://hpc.
nih.gov).
scale radiosensitive regions of major organs and tissues are visualized on the left and
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Table 1
Physics models and cross sections used in Geant4 for simulation of neutrons below
20 MeV.

Process
category

Models Cross sections

hadElastic NeutronHPThermal-
Scattering (0e4 eV)

NeutronHPThermal-
ScatteringData (0e4 eV)

NeutronHPElastic (4 eVe20
MeV)

NeutronHPElasticXS (4 eVe20
MeV)

neutronInelastic ParticleHPInelastic NeutronHPInelasticXS
nCapture NeutronHPCaptureXS NeutronHPCaptureXS
nFission NeutronHPFission NeutronHPFissionXS
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It should be noted that the DCT's for the organs and tissues that
include the radiosensitive regions (i.e., the extrathoracic (ET) re-
gion, lungs, oesophagus, stomach, small and large intestines, skin,
urinary bladder, and eye lens) in the MRCPs was calculated by
averaging absorbed dose over the sensitive organ/tissue volume.
An additional set of DCT's for these organs and tissues was calcu-
lated by using the entire organ/tissue regions as a surrogate of the
sensitive regions, i.e., by averaging absorbed dose over the entire
organ/tissue volume. Besides, an additional set of DCE's was
Fig. 2. Effective dose per fluence (pSv cm2) calculated with MRCPs and Geant4 co
produced by applying the entire-region based DCT's. The entire-
region based DCs were compared with the sensitive-region based
DCs to investigate dosimetric impact of the detailed modelling of
the sensitive regions in the MRCPs.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dose coefficients for neutrons, protons, and helium ions

A comprehensive DCs for the MRCPs for external exposures of
neutrons, protons, and helium ions were established in the present
study. The data includes DCT's, organ dose per fluence (pGy cm2) for
30 organs/tissues (i.e., RBM, colon, lung, stomach, breast, testes,
ovaries, urinary bladder, oesophagus, liver, thyroid, endosteum,
brain, salivary glands, skin, adrenals, ET region, gall bladder, heart,
kidneys, lymphatic nodes, muscle, oral mucosa, pancreas, prostate,
small intestine, spleen, thymus, uterus, and eye lens) and DCE's,
effective dose per fluence (pSv cm2). The neutron DCs were ob-
tained for 68 energy values ranging from 10�9 to 104 MeV and six
irradiation geometries (AP, PA, LLAT, RLAT, ROT, and ISO). The pro-
ton DCs were obtained for 33 energy values ranging from 1 to
104 MeV and six irradiation geometries (AP, PA, LLAT, RLAT, ROT,
and ISO). The helium ion DCs were obtained for 24 energy values
de for neutrons (upper left), protons (upper right), and helium ions (lower).



Fig. 3. Ratios of DCT's based on sensitive region to the values based on entire region for colon, lungs, stomach, urinary bladder, oesophagus, skin, ET region, small intestine, and eye
lens of male (left) and female (right) MRCPs for neutrons in AP, PA, and ISO geometries.
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Fig. 4. Ratios of DCT's based on sensitive region to the values based on entire region for colon, lungs, stomach, urinary bladder, oesophagus, skin, ET region, small intestine, and eye
lens of male (left) and female (right) MRCPs for protons in AP, PA, and ISO geometries.
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Fig. 5. Ratios of DCT's based on sensitive region to the values based on entire region for colon, lungs, stomach, urinary bladder, oesophagus, skin, ET region, small intestine, and eye
lens of male (left) and female (right) MRCPs for helium ions in AP, PA, and ISO geometries.
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ranging from 1 to 105 MeV/u and three irradiation geometries (AP,
PA, and ISO). The numerical values of all the DCs are tabulated in the
supplementary data tables available online. Fig. 2 plots the DCE's for
all the particles and irradiation geometries.

3.2. Dosimetric impact of micron-scale radiosensitive regions

Fig. 3 shows the ratios of the radiosensitive-region based
DCT's to the entire-region based DCT's for neutrons in the AP, PA,
and ISO geometries. The ratios are mostly close to unity
(0.9e1.1) over the entire energy region, which indicates that the
influence of the detailed modelling of the sensitive regions on
organ/tissue doses is generally not significant. Relatively large
deviations from unity can be seen for the skin but the ratios are
still within a range from 0.8 to 1.2 for most energies. Fig. 4
shows the ratios for protons. At energies >100 MeV, the ratios
for all the organs and tissues are close to unity (0.9e1.1), while
large deviations from unity can be seen at lower energies by up
to several orders of magnitude. At energies <10 MeV, the skin
shows notably large deviations in all the geometries. The ratios
at energies �1.5 MeV are lower than unity, with a minimum of
~10�10 for the female phantom at 1 MeV in the AP geometry.
Fig. 6. Ratios of DCE's of MRCPs based on sensitive region to the values based on entir
This means that the entire-region based skin doses significantly
overestimate the sensitive-region based values. At higher en-
ergies, on the other hand, the sensitive-region based skin doses
are significantly underestimated by up to about an order of
magnitude at 3 MeV. Fig. 5 shows the ratios for helium ions,
showing the trend similar to those for protons. At energies >100
MeV/u, the ratios are close to unity (mostly between 0.9 and 1.1)
whereas at lower energies, large deviations from unity by up to
several orders of magnitude are observed especially for the skin.

Fig. 6 shows the ratios of the sensitive-region based DCE's to the
entire-region based DCE's. For neutrons, the ratios are very close to
unity for all the energies and geometries (mostly between 0.95 and
1.05), which means that the influence of the detailed modelling of
the sensitive regions on effective dose is negligible. For protons, the
ratios are also close to unity at energies >10 MeV but significantly
deviate from unity at lower energies. At energies �1.5 MeV, the ra-
tios are lower than unity by about three to eight orders of magni-
tude; that is, the effective doses from the entire volume models
significantly overestimate the values from the detailed organ
models. At higher energies, on the other hand, the entire-region
based effective doses significantly underestimate the detailed
model-based effective doses by up to about an order of magnitude.
e region for neutrons (upper left), protons (upper right), and helium ions (lower).
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These significant differences in effective doses are influencedmainly
by the skin dose differences described above. Note that despite the
small tissue-weighing factor (¼ 0.01) [10] the skin doses mainly
contribute to effective doses because these low-energy protons
(<10MeV) depositmost of their energies to the skin. For helium ions,
the general trend is very similar to that for protons; that is, the ratios
are close to unity over the entire energy bins except for the low
energies (<10 MeV/u) where the ratios significantly deviate from
unity by up to about six orders of magnitude. These differences are
again mainly due to the skin dose differences.
3.3. Comparison with ICRP publication 116 dose coefficients

3.3.1. Organ/tissue doses coefficients
Fig. 7 shows the ratios of the MRCP DCT's to the ICRP-116 DCT's

for 15 organs/tissues (RBM, colon, lungs, stomach, breasts,
remainder tissues, gonads, urinary bladder, oesophagus, liver,
thyroid, endosteum, brain, salivary glands, and skin) for neutrons in
the ISO geometry. The ratios for all the organs and tissues are
generally within a range from 0.8 to 1.2 across the entire energy
bins. Relatively large deviations from unity are observed at the
Fig. 7. Ratios of MRCP DCT's calculated in present study to ICRP-116 DCT's [5] for RBM, colon
thyroid, endosteum, brain, salivary glands, and skin for neutrons in ISO geometry.
lowest and highest energies where the ratios are mostly lower than
1.5. These differences between the MRCP DCT's and ICRP-116 DCT's,
however, are not due to the difference in phantom geometry or
material composition, but due mainly to the difference in the cross-
section data or physics models employed in different Monte Carlo
codes. Note that the MRCP DCs were calculated with the Geant4
code, while the ICRP-116 DCs were calculated with four different
codes (MCNPX, PHITS, FLUKA, and Geant4) and went through
averaging and smoothing processes [5]. Although not presented in
this paper, the MRCP DCT's were also compared with the values
calculated with the VRCPs and the Geant4 code, observing the
differences were less than 5% for most cases.

Fig. 8 shows the ratios of the MRCP DCT's to the ICRP-116
DCT's for protons. At energies >100 MeV, the ratios tend to be
close to unity (mostly between 0.9 and 1.1). At lower energies,
on the other hand, large deviations from unity are frequently
observed by up to several orders of magnitude, which are
mainly due to the improvement of the MRCPs compared to the
VRCPs. For the skin, as an example, the ratios at energies
<10 MeV are significantly different from unity, and almost
identical to the ratios of the MRCP sensitive-region based skin
, lungs, stomach, breasts, remainder tissues, gonads, urinary bladder, oesophagus, liver,



Fig. 8. Ratios of MRCP DCT's calculated in present study to ICRP-116 DCT's [5] for RBM, colon, lungs, stomach, breasts, remainder tissues, gonads, urinary bladder, oesophagus, liver,
thyroid, endosteum, brain, salivary glands, and skin for protons in ISO geometry.
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DCs to the MRCP entire-region based skin DCs as shown in
Fig. 4. This means that the deviations from the ICRP-116 skin
DCs are mainly due to the skin sensitive region in the MRCPs.
Other superficial organs/tissues (breasts, gonads, and salivary
glands) show the ratios tend to be significantly lower than
unity; that is, the MRCP DCs are significantly lower than the
ICRP-116 values. The differences are attributed to the improved
representation of the skin in the MRCPs, i.e., eliminating the
discontinuous region of the skin in the VRCPs due to the limited
voxel resolutions. Protons through the discontinuous skin region
in the VRCPs directly deposited energies to the superficial or-
gans/tissues, the absorbed doses to which were eventually
overestimated. This limitation also resulted in the significant
overestimation to the ICRP-116 DCs of the remainder tissues
including some organs/tissues (e.g., muscle and lymphatic
nodes) directly exposed to the protons through the discontin-
uous skin region. It should be noted that acknowledging the
skin limitation of the VRCPs, the ICRP-116 DCs for all organs and
tissues except for skin were set to zero for proton energies
<10 MeV [5]; nevertheless, the ICRP-116 DCs at higher energies
still significantly overestimate doses to the superficial organs/
tissues and some of the remainder tissues. In addition, the
skeletal tissues (RBM and endosteum) show the MRCP DCs are
significantly lower than the ICRP-116 DCs, which are due to the
improved representation not only of the skin but also of the
cortical bone in the MRCPs. In the VRCPs, the cortical bone in
thin structure is discontinuously represented like the skin and
therefore protons directly deposited energies to the inner skel-
etal structures (i.e., spongiosa and medullary-cavity regions).
This limitation is fully eliminated in the MRCPs [11]. The results
for helium ions in Fig. 9 show the general trend is similar to that
for protons. The MRCP DCs tend to be close to the ICRP-116 DCs
at energies >100 MeV/u but significantly different at lower en-
ergies, which are again due mainly to the improvements of the
MRCPs.

3.3.2. Effective dose coefficients
Fig. 10 shows the ratios of the MRCP DCE's to the ICRP-116

DCE's for all the particles and irradiation geometries consid-
ered in the present study. For neutrons, the ratios tend to be



Fig. 9. Ratios of MRCP DCT's calculated in present study to ICRP-116 DCT's [5] for RBM, colon, lungs, stomach, breasts, remainder tissues, gonads, urinary bladder, oesophagus, liver,
thyroid, endosteum, brain, salivary glands, and skin for helium ions in ISO geometry.
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close to unity over the entire energy region in all the geometries
(mostly between 0.8 and 1.2); that is, the MRCP DCE's are
generally similar to the ICRP-116 DCE's. This observation can be
easily expected by that the MRCP DCT's overall agree with the
ICRP-116 DCT's as shown in Fig. 7. For protons, the MRCP DCE's
are also overall similar to the ICRP-116 DCE's at energies
>10 MeV, while significant differences are seen at lower en-
ergies. At energies �1.5 MeV, the MRCP DCE's are lower by up to
about eight orders of magnitude at the lateral geometries. At
higher energies, on the other hand, the MRCP DCE's are greater
by up to about an order of magnitude at all the geometries. The
result for helium ions shows a similar trend to that for protons;
that is, MRCP DCE's are generally similar to the ICRP-116 DCE's at
energies >10 MeV/u but significantly different at lower energies.
The significant differences from the ICRP-116 DCE's for both
protons and helium ions are largely associated with the differ-
ences between the MRCP skin DCT's and ICRP-116 skin DCT's due
to the use of the skin sensitive region defined in the MRCPs.
4. Conclusion

In the present study, we established a comprehensive dataset
of DCs for external exposures of neutrons, protons, and helium
ions by conducing Monte Carlo dose calculations using the MRCPs
recently developed by the ICRP to address the limitations of the
ICRP-110 VRCPs. The dataset includes the DCT's for 30 individual
organs/tissues and DCE's, covering all the energies and irradiation
geometries considered in ICRP Publication 116 [5]. The dosimetric
improvement of the MRCPs over the VRCPs was investigated by
comparing the MRCP DCs with the ICRP-116 DCs. We found that
the MRCP DCs are generally similar to the ICRP-116 DCs for neu-
trons but there are significant differences up to several orders of
magnitude for protons and helium ions due to the improved
representation of the organs and tissues in the MRCPs. According
to the results of the present study as well as the previous study [7]
about photons and electrons, it can be concluded that for external
exposures, the MRCPs provide similar doses to the VRCPs for
penetrating radiations such as neutrons and g rays, but different
doses for weakly penetrating radiations such as beta and alpha
particles. Most external exposure scenarios for radiation protec-
tion are concerned mainly with penetrating radiations, in which
the use of the current ICRP-116 DCs based on the VRCPs is
considered valid. In case of exposure scenarios involving weakly
penetrating radiations, however, one should be aware of the
presence of significant deviations of the ICRP-116 DCs from the
MRCP DCs.



Fig. 10. Ratios of MRCP DCE's calculated in present study to ICRP-116 DCE's [5] for neutrons (upper left), protons (upper right), and helium ions (lower).
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